Effortless performance
ResMed’s AirFit™ N10 compact nasal mask is part of ResMed’s new AirFit range — the right fit
for you. Its excellent performance, combined with optimal usability, brings real innovation to the
compact nasal category. The AirFit N10 is simple and intuitive for patients to fit and comfortable
to wear, with an under-eye frame providing clear line of sight.

Simplicity

Comfort

Visual freedom

Self-aligning EasyClick clips secure the
frame to the headgear easily. Plus it has
a simple key-clip cushion and a durable
yet highly flexible integrated short tube.

The soft cushion, SoftEdge headgear
and optional soft sleeves all contribute to
patient satisfaction. And diffused venting
helps create a comfortable environment.
™

With a compact design and a sleek
frame that’s positioned underneath
the eyes, the AirFit N10 provides
patients with unrestricted vision.

ResMed.com

Overall first choice

1

AirFit N10 has been designed to deliver the trusted performance that patients
experience with ResMed masks, while providing optimal usability and comfort.
As shown in ResMed studies, patients ranked AirFit N10 as their overall first
choice when compared to a leading nasal mask. Voted number one for its
ease of use, comfort and unobtrusiveness, you can be confident that the
AirFit N10 is the right fit for you.

AirFit N10 features and benefits
SoftEdge headgear design
features premium rolled-edge
fabric that is comfortable
to wear and designed
to reduce facial marking.

Modified dual wall
Spring AirTM cushion
delivers a comfortable,
high-performance seal.

Key-clip cushion
is quick and simple
to remove and attach.

Under-eye
frame provides
stability with
unrestricted vision.

Circular diffused venting
directs air away for minimal
user and partner disturbance.

Lightweight, durable
flexi-tube is integrated into
the frame. It’s designed to
seamlessly stretch and bend
3600 to accommodate patient
movement during sleep, without
compromising mask seal.

EasyClick clips
offer self-alignment
with an audible click,
for fast, secure fitting.

Optional soft sleeves
enhance comfort at the cheeks.

1 When compared to a leading nasal mask. ResMed internal studies D632-105 August 2013 and D632-124 November 2013 with a total of 35 participants.

AirFit N10 components
Cushion
63241 (Sml)
63240 (Std)
63242 (Wide)

Frame
includes frame,
soft sleeves and
headgear clips.
63270

3-part

simplicity

AirFit N10 headgear

Headgear clip

makes the AirFit P10 63262
50%(Sml)
63260 (Std)
lighter than the leading
nasal pillows mask.1

63280 (10 Pack)

Minimal
parts
make the AirFit N10
compact nasal mask
easy to fit, use and clean.

AirFit N10 for Her headgear

63261 (Sml)

Product codes
				Europe 1 Europe 2 Europe 3
AirFit N10 for Her mask system Small

63210

63213

63216

AirFit N10 mask system Small		

63227 *

−

−

AirFit N10 mask system Standard.		

63209

63212

63215

AirFit N10 mask system Wide

63211

63214

63217

Note: The AirFit N10 Standard and Wide both come with Standard
size headgear (blue). The AirFit N10 for Her comes with Small size
headgear (pink). For more details, refer to the User Guide.

* Not available in
all countries.

Europe 1: E nglish (UK), French, German and Italian (Switzerland)
Europe 2: E nglish, Danish, Estonian, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish
Europe 3: E nglish, Czech, Dutch (Belgium), French (Belgium), German (Belgium), Greek,
Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Slovak, Spanish and Turkish

Fitting guide for AirFit N10
1

2

• Ensure the grey side of the headgear that
shows the ResMed and AirFit N10 logos,
is facing outwards.
• Disconnect lower straps. Line up the bottom
of the cushion with the bottom of the nose.
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• Place the cushion over the nose.
• Hold the mask against the face.
•P
 ull the headgear up and over the head.
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• Undo the upper fastening tabs.
• Adjust the straps evenly until the mask sits
comfortably just under the nose and then
reattach the fastening tabs, so that they
align with the upper straps.
TIP: The upper straps are the key
adjustments for seal and comfort.
Ensure they are not overtightened.

• Bring the lower straps below the ears and
attach the EasyClick clips to the outside
of the frame.

6

•U
 ndo the fastening tabs on the lower
straps. Adjust both of the straps evenly
until the mask is stable then reattach tabs.
• Connect the mask tubing to the air tubing
attached to the device.
TIP: The lower straps require only minimal
tension for the mask to fit comfortably.

• Turn on the device so it blows air.
•A
 djust the cushion and headgear until the
mask sits comfortably on the nose and
is not creased or twisted.
• The mask is now ready to use.

Note: For complete user instructions refer to the User Guide.

Additional options
• The patient can position the lower part of
the headgear over or under their hair to
suit their hairstyle preference.
• Optional soft sleeves may be assembled
for enhanced comfort on the cheeks.
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